
Renato Moore

Renato's accomplishments were becoming a child actor at the age of 4. He was discovered by
a talent agent while playing ice hockey at that early age. He worked in many commercials for
numerous products such as; McDonalds and Big Wheels, to name a couple. Renato had a
speaking part in the movie, "Prophecy." Renato understands productions.

When Renato first began working on the production side of the industry, it was like a snowball
effect. He quickly moved up the ranks from being an editor to a cameraman and started
shooting. He has always had a great eye for cinematography. Renato has, constantly, been
told this from directors and producers early in his career.

When he understood the art of storytelling and shot composition by shooting and editing, the
two naturally turned him into a director. Renato's first directing gig was with Wellergrossman
Productions and that's where he quickly became their go to D.P. and or Director. Renato
helped them come up with looks and styles for the majority of the shows that they were filming
and producing. Renato was introduced to Pietown Productions where, again, he quickly
became a go to D.P. Here, he honed a lot of his lighting skills where he worked on hit shows
such as Flip or Flop, House Hunters, House Hunters Renovation, and many more. He called it
getting paid to practice. Renato learned these skills and they helped catapult his career into
more Cinematic and reenactment projects. He worked on Love Addiction and one of his
favorites was The Mathis Project starring the Honorable Judge Greg Mathis. This was a huge
honor for Renato to work with such talent.

Renato continued refining his craft and had the chance to D.P. with Adam Corrola on "To
Catch a Contractor." In 2015, as the D.P., Renato received his first Emmy for the hit show,
"Home Made Simple". That was a milestone for him.

Recently, Renato has been working as a Director and D.P. for various shows and projects. He
finished a 2-year run as the director for Food Paradise that airs on the Travel Channel. He did
a spin off holiday food show with the talented TV Host and Chef, Carla Hall.
This show aired in September 2019. Renato has since wrapped D.Ping and Directing a pilot for
a show called "Busted" that was filmed in January 2020. Busted was hosted by the talented
and energetic Tamar Braxton. Last, but not least, Renato had the honor to work with Kevin
Hart and step in when the lead D.P. of the Kevin Hart Netflix Documentary wasn't available for
the last year. This documentary aired in December 2019/early January 2020.

During Covid, Renato remodeled and turned his house into a living studio, where he hosts
music videos, movie shoots, and most of all cooking shows which is one of his
passions…Food!!! In September
2020, he was given the opportunity to produce the movie, “Think And Grow Rich A Black
Choice.” It was, also, a number 1 and top seller since Dr. Dennis Kimbro and Napoleon Hills
wrote it 25 years ago. They are still in the funding stages as we speak.

It has been a long, fun, and exciting road for Renato, but as he would say in his own words, "I
LOVE WHAT I DO AND I DO WHAT I LOVE!" There is no holding him back. The sky's the
limit!!!


